2016 TREND REPORT
How the relentless and transformative effects
of the Internet are bringing us face-to-face with
humankind’s biggest questions
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INTRODUCTION
hen the first Webby Awards were
launched in 1997 the future of the Internet
was anything but certain. Although
entrepreneurs, artists, NGOs and enterprising
businesses were exploring its possibilities, few could
have predicted that the Internet would emerge as the
transformative force it’s become.
In the twenty years since the founding of the Webbys,
the Internet has gone from a novel means of
communicating information to an all-encompassing
engine of change which has left no area of our lives
untouched by its effects.
While only a few years ago we would have been puzzled
by the question of how the Internet could possibly
affect our daily lives: how we purchase goods, listen to
music, read the news, travel across town, track our
fitness, or manage our personal finances, it’d be hard to
imagine doing any of these things today without, at
some point, using a smartphone, computer or tablet.

The Internet is woven into the everyday fabric of life.
Digital connectivity occurs at the macro level as
near-instantaneous global communication and at the
micro level in our connected devices, apparel and
homes. Yet, pervasive as it is, the Internet is not
without its ironies —it’s both personal and invasive;
inviting while cryptic; a well of knowledge and forum
for unfiltered discussion.
But looking back across two decades of wild growth
and unfathomable progress, one thing is certain: the
Internet can’t be stopped.

DAVID-MICHEL
DAVIES
Executive Director
The Webby Awards
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TREND
OVERVIEW
As we continue to grow increasingly reliant on
technology, and particularly on the Internet, we find
ourselves asking what this digital symbiosis means for
us as individuals, friends, families, employees and as a
society. We are concerned and forced to confront
questions about whether we’ll be able to keep up with
the change; if our lives will be irrevocably altered by it;
and if we’ll be able to face the further unknowns it will
bring.
With the premise that the Internet Can’t Be Stopped, The
Webby Awards set out to understand the evolving
significance of these Internet-driven effects on our lives
and our society. To do this we took a close look at the
way people see, integrate and understand the role the
Internet occupies in three main dimensions: Our Work,
Our Relationships, and, most fundamentally, Ourselves.
What we discovered through our research is that while
older generations see a world drastically altered by the
Internet, and not always for the better, younger
“Millennials” and the International Academy of Digital
Arts and Sciences (IADAS), the people who judge The
Webby Awards, are not only comfortable with change
but see it in a positive light. With so much day-to-day
experience with the web, the majority of these people
believe themselves prepared for large-scale,
Internet-driven change.

To support our study we engaged digital experts from
our judging body to give their view. These Webby
Judges include:
• Sophie Kelly, Former CEO of the Barbarian Group
• Susan P. Crawford of Harvard’s Berkman Center for
Internet & Society
• Reshma Saujani, Founder and CEO of Girls Who Code
• Claire Diaz-Ortiz, Former Social Innovation
Lead at Twitter
• Jonathan Badeen, Tinder Co-Founder
• Chris Kaskie, President of Pitchfork
• Rachel Haot, Chief Digital Officer and Deputy
Secretary for Technology of New York State.
• John Maeda, Partner at Kleiner Perkins
Caufield & Byers
However, when it comes to the question of how the
continued development of the Internet will affect life in
the near-and medium-term future there’s a healthy
realism regarding the perceived costs, risks and threats
of Internet-related change that tempers people’s views.
After uniting all the various viewpoints, there emerged
an assured belief that not only is the Internet here to
stay, but that its role in our lives will only deepen in
significance.
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ABOUT THIS
REPORT
*In order to understand the breadth and significance the
changes technology and the Internet have brought, The
Webby Awards undertook an extensive research
process encompassing a carefully designed survey of
consumer attitudes with Harris Poll.
Throughout the paper you will see how three different
demographic segments use, consume and view the
Internet's impact on their lives:
- IADAS respondents, representing a sample of over 250
International Academy of Digital Arts and Sciences
members, comprised of leading industry experts,
evangelists, and visionaries working to advance the
digital media.
- Harris Poll respondents representing average
American adults ages 18 and older.

IADAS member poll
results will be delineated
with a pink graph

Harris Poll respondents
will be delineated with
an orange graph

Millennials, defined as
ages 18 – 34, results will
be delineated with a grey
graph

- Millennial respondents (ages 18–34) from within the
Harris Poll, arguably the heaviest users who have
embraced the Internet in the most significant way.

* This survey was conducted online within the United States by Harris Poll on behalf of The
Webby Awards from October 8-12, 2015 among 2,020 adults ages 18 and older; The Webby
Talks facilitate in-depth discussions at the offices of over 300 major industry leaders
worldwide; The Webby Awards data is compiled from nearly 13,000 Webby entries.
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WORK
People show a strong and clearly defined belief that as it
reduces inefficiencies, more effectively matches
employees to jobs, and provides ways of overcoming
workplace obstacles, the Internet is likely to have a
streamlining effect on the job marketplace.

However, respondents don’t believe this effect to be
limited to sectors traditionally affected by technology,
such as manufacturing. A majority of people also
believe that software will replace many professional
services (e.g., legal, medical, financial, real estate)
within the next 10 years.

THE IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY IS
CONCERNING
There is an overall fear about technology replacing
human workers with a majority of adults expecting a
rise in unemployment as new technologies require
fewer people to do the same amount of work.

70% respondents believe that
software will also replace many
professional services

TECHNOLOGY IS MAKING ROLES EASIER
72% of adults expect a rise in unemployment

Despite the fear that technology may soon replace
much of the human workforce, we found people think
the Internet will make their job easier, while an even
greater number think that it will provide them greater
access to jobs suited to them. An overwhelming
majority of our International Academy of Digital Arts
and Sciences members agreed.

91% of IADAS and 76% of Harris Poll respondents
believe the Internet will provide them greater
access to jobs suited to them
Financial services such as Mint allow us more options than ever to
track income, payments and budgets while also informing users of
their spending habits based on impressive analytics.
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WORK
When it comes to Millennials (defined as between
18–34 years old), the projected benefits of the Internet
on jobs and careers are even greater, with a strong
majority believing the web will provide them greater
access to jobs they’re suited for and that the Internet
will make their jobs easier years in the next 10 years.

96% of Millennials (18–34) believe the
Internet will provide them greater
access to jobs they're suited for

Services such as Slack are already changing interactions in the
workplace, increasing efficiency and communication.
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WORK: BRAND
CAMPAIGNS
Through the following marketing campaigns we
discovered consumers are becoming increasingly
concerned about the impact that technology will have
on work, their careers and even companies
themselves, both now and in the future, as we
continue to move into an age driven by the Internet.
However, even with this concern, people have a
nuanced and informed opinion and a healthy optimism
about how the future of the Internet will improve our
work and our lives. There is already amazing
technology available to aid, optimize, streamline and
improve efficiency in the workplace and new
innovations emerge each day.
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WORK: BRAND
CAMPAIGNS
CUSTOMIZING EXPERIENCES

M&C Saatchi, Bahio Coffee - wbby.co/bahio
Using Artificial Intelligence, M&C Saatchi have created a poster
advertisement for a fictional coffee brand Bahio, that could
represent the future of consumer engagement. Utilizing a Kinect, the
poster can adapt itself using a “darwinian algorithm” based on the
responses from consumers standing in front of it. Over time the ad
became more effective to viewers with shorter copy and a preference
for a heart image.

This example shows that, in the future, machine learning may not be
only limited to crunching massive amounts of data and focusing on
industries such as accounting, insurance, or contract law. This
technology may impact those professions which have historically
required a human touch.
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WORK: BRAND
CAMPAIGNS
EFFICIENCY IN THE OFFICE

Post-It Plus App - wbby.co/postplus

Services such as Post-It Plus are continuing to connect and streamline
the workplace, leading to more efficient offices.

Post-It Plus, an app nominated for The 19th Annual Webbys in Best
Use of Mobile Camera, helps people streamline the next steps after
meetings by automatically writing your physical notes.
The app takes the momentum from collaboration sessions and keeps
it rolling. It captures your notes, organizes them in multiple formats
and can share the collected and organized notes through Evernote,
Dropbox, Tumblr and more.

: BEST USE OF MOBILE CAMERA
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WORK: BRAND
CAMPAIGNS
OFFERING GUIDANCE THROUGH ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

BMW iGenius Case Study, LBM - http://wbby.co/bmw
After launching the BMW i3 electric model, BMW implemented the
iGenius “smart chatbot” to aid consumers who were wary of the
barriers of purchase for an electric vehicle.

The AI-based custom service experience has evolved far beyond the
simple chatbot filled with canned answers and can now provide
valuable information on behalf of even the most discerning brands.
This new technology offers potential customers access to information
in a convenient, novel way 24/7.

BMW’s iGenius can answer almost any question you have regarding
the i3 using artificial intelligence. The system generates around 250
questions per second during peak times and can book test drives and
do Q&As with 99.5% accuracy.
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WORK: INDUSTRY
INSIGHTS
Rather than kill jobs, technology-driven automation will
change how we work by aiding us, not replacing us.
My view is that data, AI, and automation will
allow humans to do their jobs better, and
ideally free them up from drudgery. And
they will obviously bring the traits of
empathy, judgement, and humanity to
the table, which technology cannot do
to the same extent.
So perhaps the future of work lies not in
sensational rise-of-the machines style
narratives, but in the meaningful interplay
between smarter software and capable
humans.
We’re already starting to see this happen in hospitality,
with services such as Alfred, where a human being
orchestrates the growing number of technology and
on-demand services (Uber, Instacart, etc) to get things
done for you quickly, and in one place.
Some airlines are arming their flight attendants with
relevant customer data on mobile that will allow them to
employ better service and recognition of frequent fliers
in-person with a human touch.
The next decade will be more about harmony and
interplay between humans and machines, and I don’t
think we’re going to be irrelevant just yet.

SOPHIE KELLY

Former CEO of the Barbarian Group
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WORK: INDUSTRY
INSIGHTS
The new Webby data tells a fascinating and important
story. While 90% of Millennials feel that the Internet will
give them access to jobs they are better suited
for, 70% believe many existing service jobs
will be eliminated. Both predictions are
right!
My own view is that eventually at least
1.5 jobs will be be created for those
that are made obsolete, as we shift to
fiber access around the world. The key
to high employment in the 21st century
(and new forms of making a living) is
ubiquitous, persistent unlimited-capacity,
cheap connectivity. Governments that want to
prepare their citizens should invest in connectivity first
and foremost: tech literacy, wholesale municipal fiber,
and civic hackathons are all part of the mix. Millennials
will vote with their feet; they’ll want to work where they
live.

SUSAN P. CRAWFORD

Harvard’s Berkman Center for Internet & Society
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WORK: INDUSTRY
INSIGHTS
I truly believe the Internet has the potential to be the
great equalizer. But when it comes to coding - the
language of the Internet - girls from all walks of
life are at a big disadvantage.
In the 1980s, women represented 37%
of all computer science graduates.
Today that number is 18%. With the
personal computer so strongly
marketed to teenage boys (think
Revenge of the Nerds, Weird Science)
over the years girls were inundated with
messages that coding wasn’t for them.
Slowly over time, they opted out, and while
today the unemployment rate remains a
national problem, tech companies are struggling to fill
open positions, and are desperate to hire more women.
Tech jobs are among the fastest-growing, highest
paying jobs in the country. Teaching a girl to code can
help her lift her family from poverty and find a path to
economic success. Coding can help level the economic
playing field and open a whole new world of potential
for a generation of girls we’ve left behind.

RESHMA SAUJANI

Founder and CEO of Girls Who Code
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RELATIONSHIPS
Technology is helping us bridge the gap between family
and loved ones, while also allowing us to maintain a
respectable distance. When it comes to relationships in
the future, we believe that we’ll have more of them, but
they will be more superficial.

Conversely, there is a strong minority of all respondents
that believe technology will actually facilitate deeper
relationships in the future compared with today.

IS TECHNOLOGY DISCONNECTING US
FROM THE PEOPLE WE CARE ABOUT?
With more than a third of people reporting a
relationship deteriorating due to technology or social
media, respondents believe technology will continue to
affect their relationships in the future.

72% of Harris respondents believe relationships
will be less authentic on account of technology

TECHNOLOGY BRINGS US CLOSER
TOGETHER
Despite this, an overwhelming majority of respondents
agree that technology has brought them closer to
friends and relatives that live farther away. One likely
factor contributing to this is the fact that more than half
of overall respondents prefer email or SMS to the phone
in order to stay in touch with family members, with this
preference being even stronger among Millennials.

The We Have to Stop (@we_have_to_stop) Instagram account,
features photos of people in social settings paying attention to their
phones instead of the people around them.

48% IADAS respondents, 37% of Harris, and 48% of
Millennials (18-34) believe technology will facilitate
deeper relationships in the future compared with today
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RELATIONSHIPS
A strong majority of overall Harris Poll respondents
believe that, in the future, social media will bring them
closer to friends and relatives who live farther away, an
optimism that increases among Millennials and IADAS
respondents.

97% of IADAS, 74% Harris and 88% of Millenials (18-34)
respondents believe that, in the future, social media will bring
them closer to friends and relatives who live farther away

Couple, the “app for two” is a messaging app just for people in a
relationship with features like a map to follow your loved one’s
location and a special touch screen to show where on the screen
they’re touching in real time.
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RELATIONSHIPS:
BRAND CAMPAIGNS
The following marketing campaigns respond to
people’s concerns about technology interrupting the
way we connect with the people we care about the
most. We discovered two insights; these campaigns
acknowledge people’s apprehension about the
Internet disconnecting them from the people they
care about, and they enhance close connections
through the use of technology.
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RELATIONSHIPS:
BRAND CAMPAIGNS
ACKNOWLEDGE THE APPREHENSION

Stop Phubbing, McCann Melbourne - wbby.co/phubbing
McCann Melbourne sparked a worldwide conversation about Phone
Snubbing with their Webby Nominated project from 2014, "Stop
Phubbing". Created for the launch of the Macquarie Dictionary's 6th
edition, the brief was to remind people of the relevancy of the
dictionary, in an age where such things are often getting left behind.
So they assembled a team of language experts whose job was to
create a word to describe a the new social scourge of ignoring the

person in front of you in favour of your smartphone. The word
“Phubbing” was introduced to the world via a social movement which
sparked a huge public discussion.
The results are impressive: The campaign was covered in over 50
countries by over 750 news outlets, and gained 435 million PR
impressions. An unusual way to launch a book, but it worked. They
showed that language is a living thing, and an up-to-date dictionary
might have a place in people’s lives after all.

: INTEGRATED CAMPAIGNS
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RELATIONSHIPS:
BRAND CAMPAIGNS
CONNECT THROUGH TECHNOLOGY

Burberry Kisses, Think With Google - wbby.co/burberry
Burberry challenged Google to bring the romance of visiting a
Burberry store into the digital space in order to spark a connection
with the Millennial generation. They wanted to create something that
felt intensely personal, and offered a way for people to express
themselves. So they decided to translate the connective power of a
kiss into digital form and bring the intrigue of the Burberry brand to
the experience.

The Burberry Kisses mobile site, which was available through display
advertising all over the Internet, message someone they love and seal
it with a kiss.
Launched on June 12th, Brazilian Valentine's Day, the campaign went
viral, with visitors from 215+ countries, who spent an average of
three-and-a-half minutes with the site. The campaign captured
headlines worldwide as the #burberrykisses tag spread across social
media channels.

: DIGITAL CAMPAIGNS
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RELATIONSHIPS:
BRAND CAMPAIGNS
CONNECT THROUGH TECHNOLOGY

Libero, BabyBuzz - wbby.co/babybuzz
Swedish diaper brand Libero wanted to establish a relationship with
parents during their first pregnancy. A difficult challenge since expecting
couples are not interested in diapers yet. Through a study, they realised
that for the mother, the pregnancy is visible and concrete while it is much
more abstract for the partner. Even if parenthood has become much more
equal in recent years, expecting couples spend a lot of time away from
each other, with the non-pregnant partner being less emotionally
connected for the first nine months.

With the ambition to make moms a little less lonely in their pregnancy and
allowing for the partner to be more involved they created a beta version of
a connected wearable called BabyBuzz.
The BabyBuzz idea was a bracelet for each of the parents, where the
mother has a button so she can send a ‘buzz’ to her partner when the
baby is kicking. The aim was to minimize the emotional distance between
parents during pregnancy, bringing them closer together through this
innovative technology.
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RELATIONSHIPS:
INDUSTRY INSIGHTS
In our digital world, the frontiers of modern
relationships are being tested every day. Moving
forward, we've got a huge challenge on our
hands to understand what it means to be a
spouse, parent, friend, mentor, coworker,
manager in our always-on age. Many of
us are learning the ways to build
relationships online, across borders, in
ways we could never have dreamed of
a generation ago. The challenge
comes in learning how to do it, and
how to do it well. I believe we can.

CLAIRE DIAZ-ORTIZ

Author, Speaker, Former Social Innovation
Lead at Twitter
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RELATIONSHIPS:
INDUSTRY INSIGHTS
The Internet has the power to strengthen relationships
as well as increase the number of relationships a
person can form. The Internet will and has
helped us improve those relationships and/or
influenced which individuals we naturally
place in a closer group of connections.
By exposing us to more people locally
and globally we can better curate the
list of people we'd like to focus our
attention on. Those with the focus will
become even stronger with tools that
make communication easier.

JONATHAN BADEEN

Tinder Co-Founder and SVP of Product
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OURSELVES
With the recent advances in machine learning, we're
seeing an increasing comfort among both the general
public and our Academy with decisions that were once
left to the end-user being made by algorithm-based
software. And though they expect certain costs
associated with an increasing dependence on
technology, such as a loss of privacy, they expect that
the many benefits, like the ability to streamline tasks
and manage aspects of their personal lives, far
outweigh the downsides. But as this is such a new
integration of technology into our personal lives, there is
still a healthy amount of skepticism on how much power
we should relinquish to software to decide our fate.

driverless cars will be responsible for accidents, a belief
that increases with age.
On the question of internal struggles with technology,
respondents agree that they will begin to interact with
their appliances through verbal interfaces which may
dramatically change the way we “feel” about once
inanimate objects in their home.

DIFFICULT TO RESIST
Respondents see an encroachment of technology
coming both from without, as government surveillance
increases and major innovations like driverless cars take
root, and from within, as temptations to use technology
grow more difficult to resist.

91% IADAS and 79% Harris Poll respondents
believe they will be able to verbally
interact with their appliances

And not only do respondents believe that this new
interaction state with our appliances will soon be
normal, but they overwhelmingly believe that these
appliances will begin to behave autonomously based on
our habits and preferences.

85% IADAS and 68% Harris Poll respondents
believe government surveillance will eliminate
any expectation of personal privacy

From external sources, respondents expect a
“technology takeover,” thinking government
surveillance will soon eliminate any expectation of
personal privacy. A majority of respondents believe

97% IADAS and 80% Harris Poll respondents
believe household appliances will operate
automatically based on their preferences
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OURSELVES
The inevitable accumulation of personal data from both
the public and private sectors will lead to a loss of
privacy but see the possibility of convenience as
mundane daily decisions can be outsourced to smart
technology that can operate autonomously based on
data from past experience

”Tesla Autopilot relieves drivers of the most tedious and potentially
dangerous aspects of road travel. We're building Autopilot to give you
more confidence behind the wheel, increase your safety on the road,
and make highway driving more enjoyable.“ - Tesla Motors

Inbox now uses Artificial Intelligence to generate responses to your
emails. These are not just a set of canned or standard responses.
The app “reads” the email and will provide a set of 3 concise replies
based on the content of the email.

RELINQUISHING AGENCY FOR LIFE OR
DEATH DECISIONS
Beyond the small conveniences of allowing appliances
to learn our habits, software that literally takes our lives
in its “hands” is quickly becoming a reality. Google’s
autonomous vehicles have been road tested since 2012
but it was Tesla Motor’s October 15th, 2015 Over-the-air

firmware update which included a semi-autonomous
driving feature dubbed “AutoPilot” feature which
demonstrated how close a driverless future could be.
As of September 2015, Google’s vehicles have driven
over 1.2 million miles on public roads and have not
been responsible for a single accident (the cars have
been in 14 accidents but another driver was deemed at
fault or the cars were being driven manually). And
despite some reported reckless usage of Tesla’s
Autopilot, there have also been zero accidents
attributed to the feature.
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OURSELVES
But even with these spotless track records, there is
skepticism among both the IADAS community and our
Harris respondents, with a solid majority believing that
driverless vehicles will be responsible for accidents in
the future.

60% IADAS and 67% Harris Poll respondents
believe driverless cars will be responsible for accidents

We see even more reluctance among both groups of
respondents when we ensure that the software will be
be relied on to only make life or death decisions.

50% IADAS and 40% Harris Poll respondents
believe computer systems will decide who is to
receive life-saving medical treatment
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OURSELVES: BRAND
OPPORTUNITIES
The following marketing examples display how people
are outsourcing decision making to websites, apps
and connected products. With this connectedness
and automation it will become increasingly important
for brands to adapt and position themselves to be
searchable to these developing platforms.
Native advertisements that are based on geolocation
are already becoming a norm, but as our apps,
algorithms and connected technology become more
sophisticated they will be able to serve up
recommendations for products and options to further
automate our lives.
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OURSELVES: BRAND
OPPORTUNITIES
THE INTERNET OF THINGS

SmartThinQ, LG - wbby.co/smartthinq
The Smart ThinQ sensor is a “smart” LG device designed to be attached
to any appliance in a consumer's household. Once attached, the sensor
can perform and monitor functions for each appliance and deliver updates
to an app on your phone. From monitoring laundry cycles for best energy
efficiency, to adjusting the thermostat and even keeping track of expired
food in the refrigerator, they will add a layer of tech to any appliance.
In the near future, homes and offices will be more connected and
automated than ever before and consumers will come to rely on them in

their daily decision making process. As a behavioral profile is learned, an
informed purchase recommendation may be enough to override any brand
allegiances. Using milk as an example, perhaps isolating the traits of
“Organic”, “2%”, “1/2 Gallon” and selecting the product with the lowest
price will be sufficient.
If this proves to be the case, positioning your product or brand to be
searchable from these devices will be essential to growth. Much like how
SEO has evolved over the past decade, it’s imperative that your product’s
key traits and benefits are discoverable by the emerging market of
connected products.
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OURSELVES: BRAND
OPPORTUNITIES
OUTSOURCED AND AUTOMATED DECISION MAKING

Chicory - wbby.co/chicory
Chicory is a service designed to make recipes shoppable,
connecting recipes and lists of ingredients to next day grocery
delivery. Within the site brands and publishers can connect with a
consumer through their extensive tracking technology that can align
brands with the ingredient lists. Their technology tracks behavior as
consumers engage with recipe content and will target relevant ads,
content and media. This highlights the future of advertising in it’s
growing ability to further customize ads to individual consumers.
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OURSELVES: BRAND
OPPORTUNITIES
OUTSOURCED AND AUTOMATED DECISION MAKING

Spotify’s Discover Weekly - wbby.co/spotify
Spotify’s Discover Weekly uses its algorithm to create a
once-a-week personal playlist for each user. This playlist is not
only based off of each user’s listening data against a standard
tagging system, but then combines it with other users' listening
habits to generate the perfect eclectic mix of music personalized
for each listener.

The system combines the data of which albums we listen to, artists
we search and explore for, playlists we follow, and pairs it against
other users with similar habits. This creates a much more
personalized and expansive mix of music than the alternatives and
adds a human element to the decision-making process. So, in order
for specific bands to be placed on these playlists, it follows a
traditional SEO model of reputation-based data from its users to
create a highly curated set of songs to listen to and explore.
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OURSELVES:
INDUSTRY INSIGHTS
I think every aspect of one’s decision making can be
effected. People are going to have to fight for their
opinions, and earn them. Right now, I believe
that we’re very close to a reality in which
you can be completely awake and aware,
and live a life through technology where
you make absolutely no decisions,
they’re all made for you based on the
person you started out as, which is
terrifying.
There will be an increased need to stay
informed, aware, and utilizing the tools
available to find each individual's balance,
what you choose to let machines dictate for
you. As individuals, though, any autonomy and
control over your own decision making has to be
protected. There aren’t just two paths any more, but
decisions are fundamentally something that are
engrained in our humanity, and alongside emotion – it’s
all we’ve got. Maybe the only decision that will be left is
that decision to let the machines in or to keep them out.

CHRIS KASKIE
President of Pitchfork
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OURSELVES:
INDUSTRY INSIGHTS
The Internet holds enormous potential to transform the
relationship between individuals and their physical
environment over the next decade. Why? Today,
much of the physical world around us is
managed by the government.
Over the next decade, governments
will release more data and connect
more of their operations to the
Internet than ever before. This will
enable unprecedented performance
and user experience improvements to
citizens. Hopefully, this will lead to
greater individual civic agency as the
relationship between the individual and
government — and thus physical infrastructure — is
transformed. Connected by technology, the government
and public can work together to make the systems that
run our cities more efficient and responsive. And outside
actors equipped with real-time visibility into the data
underlying these systems can enhance delivery and
customer service where they see opportunities.
There is great potential for citizens to become more
empowered to shape their physical surroundings and
impact governance — ideally leading to stronger
relationships with each other, society and the systems
that keep the world running.

RACHEL HAOT

Chief Digital Officer and Deputy Secretary for
Technology of New York State
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OURSELVES:
INDUSTRY INSIGHTS
The last 20 years have been so full of technological
change that technology and the digital world has
become the dominant narrative in our
consumer culture. Educators, legislators,
futurists and social scientists can’t help
but fixate on it. As we become more
accustomed to it, happily, some
breathing room will open up for a
different conversation about what we
want back in our lives.

JOHN MAEDA
Partner at Kleiner Perkins
Caufield & Byers
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CONCLUSION
As the Internet continues to change, transcending its
former limitations as an effective means of transmitting
information and becoming a framework by which we
order our lives, we too are being changed by it.

They know the Internet is unstoppable. They know it’s
changing us by the minute. But they believe that
change goes both ways; and though our fate may be
coded in bits and bytes the content of our destiny is
still, as it always was, a matter of choice.

The effects of this change are readily visible, from the
smallest grains of daily routine to the broadest swaths
of emotion and thought. While older generations still
boggle at the depth and breadth, the avant-garde of
digital adoption—those Millennials so spoken of, not
always with the respect due to a generation successfully
assimilating massive social, economic and personal
change—show themselves to be perfectly comfortable
swimming in a miasma of interaction and interchange.
Far from lost, they’ve embraced the new digital reality
not unquestioningly but aware of the trade-offs of life
connected. Somehow, they’ve found the confidence,
and the savvy, to dive beyond the merely technical and
deal with the deepest issues with almost intuitive ease.
Defying a timeless convention of youth, this younger
generation has willingly inherited some of the
techno-skepticism of older generations. But by
integrating this skepticism into a broader optimism,
they’re able to face the future without either clinging to
fading traditions or abandoning themselves to a glut of
change.
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ADDENDUM
CONSUMER SURVEY
The Webby Awards commissioned a survey asking
people how they believe the continued development of
the Internet will affect their lives in three main areas:
work and careers, relationships and self. The survey
included respondents from across a range of
demographics categories, including age, income,
gender as well as family and marital status.
The survey report puts special emphasis on Millennials,
defined as ages 18 to 34. As digital “natives” who have
either grown up with the Internet or never knew life
without it, these younger and generally savvy web users
offer a unique perspective on where they believe the
Internet is taking us, and what that will mean for them,
their lives and the society in which they live.
INDUSTRY INSIGHTS
In addition to the consumer survey, The Webby Awards
turned to leaders and influencers from the Internet
industry to gain a clearer understanding of the
significance of Internet-related change.
We surveyed members of the IADAS, the judging body
of The Webby Awards. The International Academy of
Digital Arts and Sciences—an intellectually diverse
organization whose membership includes more than
2,000 leading industry experts, evangelists, and
visionaries from around the world working to advance
the electronic medium—offered a range of opinion,
insight and assessment on Internet-driven change. The
responses from participating IADAS members offer an
important qualitative guide to some of the wider trends
gleaned from the consumer survey.

BRAND CAMPAIGNS
To get a better sense of how marketers are responding
to these changes, we went through all of the Webby
Winning and nominated brand examples, analyzing
hundreds of recent marketing campaigns and
advertisements spanning print, TV and digital formats.
This marketing and advertising research provided a
fascinating glimpse into how marketers are harnessing
Internet-related change to drive consumer messages.
WEBBY TALKS
This year we have visited over 300 of the best and
brightest Advertising, Media, Technology companies
and Start-Ups around the world offering insight gained
from the data discussed in this report and hearing
expert perspectives and responses to the trend from
the people who make the Internet all over the globe.
WEBBY AWARDS DATA
Finally, The Webby Awards mined one of its greatest
resources—the trove of nearly 13,000 annual Webby
Awards submissions originating from 70 countries
around the world—to learn how these changes are
being understood, embraced and put to use by some of
the most dynamic and influential companies,
individuals and institutions bringing change to the
Internet today.
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20TH ANNUAL
WEBBY AWARDS
In 2016 The Webby Awards will host our 20th year. This
year’s focus, The Internet Can’t Be Stopped, has taken
many forms including responses from 20 past Webby
winners. Big Spaceship, Code and Theory, CP+B,
Droga5, Facebook, Forsman & Bodenfors, Giphy,
Google, Kinetic Singapore, Loducca, Mother New York,
NASA / JPL, National Geographic, Pitchfork, Poke,
R/GA, Things Organized Neatly, Tumblr, VICE and
Wieden+Kennedy all contributed their ideas, to see
more please visit our website at
www.webbyawards.com.

Extended Entry Deadline
January 29, 2016
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This year's Webby Talks Tour and
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